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Abstrat

Information extration (IE) is the problem of transforming a olletion of douments into

information that is more readily digested and analyzed. With the popularity of the Web

and the tremendous inrease in the amount of data available, there is an inreasing need for

(semi-) automati IE systems that are able to extrat information from (semi-) strutured

douments. Building IE systems manually is not feasible and salable for suh a dynami

and diverse medium as the Web. Another problem is the diÆulty in porting IE systems to

new appliations and domains if done manually. To address these diÆulties there has been

inreasing interest in applying mahine learning (ML) tehniques for Information Extration.

In this paper, we desribe IBWI, an instane-based learning IE system that performs extration

in the strutured and semi-strutured domains where muh of the text is often ungrammatial.

Experiments on three IE domains demonstrate the performane of the system.

1 Introdution

Information extration (IE) is the problem of transforming a olletion of douments into informa-

tion that is more readily digested and analyzed [5℄. There are basially two types of IE: IE from

unstrutured texts and IE from (semi-) strutured texts [19℄. There are onsiderable di�erenes

between the two types of IE. Classial or traditional IE tasks from unstrutured natural language

texts typially use a rather basi to a slightly deeper linguisti pre-proessing.

With the inreasing popularity of the Web and the work on information integration [4, 23, 18℄

from the database ommunity, there is a need for strutural IE systems that extrat information

from (semi-) strutured douments. Strutural IE researh is di�erent from the lassial one as it

usually utilizes the meta-information (e.g. HTML tags [22℄, simple syntatis [15℄, or delimiters

[19℄) that are available inside the (semi-) strutured data. Strutural IE approahes that do not

use linguisti onstraints are termed wrapper indution [19℄. Some of the strutural IE systems are

built manually by knowledge engineering approah, for examples see [4, 1, 11℄. However, building

IE systems manually is not feasible and salable for suh a dynami and diverse medium as the

Web [20℄. Another problem is the diÆulty in porting IE systems to new appliations and domains

if done manually.

To address these diÆulties there has been inreasing interest in applying mahine learning

(ML) tehniques to Information Extration. More and more strutural IE systems for the Web are

built (semi-) automatially using mahine learning tehniques or other algorithms. Some examples

are [17, 7, 12, 20, 10, 22℄. These IE systems are built by using mahine learning or data mining

tehniques, whih learn extration rules from the annotated orpora. Viewed in this way, Web

data mining is a part of (Web) IE [14℄. Several mahine learning tehniques have been used e.g.

indutive logi programming [13, 7, 3℄, rule learning [20, 22℄, naive-Bayes [6℄, Hidden Markov

Models [9℄. Other tehniques inlude �nite state transduers [12℄ and delimiters-based pattern

mathing [17, 16℄.

Some reent IE systems suh as Whisk [22℄ and BWI [8℄ are able to work on the whole spetrum

from strutured to unstrutured data domains. In this paper, we desribe IBWI, an instane-



Figure 1: An example of a strutured HTML doument (simpli�ed).

<HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>LA Weekly Restaurants</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

<H1>LA Restaurants</H1>

<BR>

<B>GOURMET COFFEE WAREHOUSE</B><BR>

<B>671 Rose Ave., Venie<BR>

(310) 392-6479</B><BLOCKQUOTE>

The Gourmet Coffee Warehouse is a

...

...

Open seven days. No alohol; delivery. MC, V.

</BLOCKQUOTE>

</BODY>

</HTML>

based learning system that performs information extration in the strutured and semi-strutured

domains. Three data sets are used: LA Times restaurant guide and Internet Address Finder

(representing strutured douments), and a olletion of Usenet job announements (representing

semi-strutured douments). These data sets are ommonly used for researh in information ex-

tration and available online from RISE

1

. The motivation to use instane-based learning is beause

many information are presented regularly or are produed from a database on a Website. Thus, the

extration based on the similarity between the strutures inside the douments beomes natural.

IBWI also inludes the following features: the ability to do multiple lasses extration, to handle

disjuntion and missing attributes, to distinguish some word formattings, to work with symboli

and numerial attributes, and an handle relational attributes. The results of our preliminary

experiments shows that IBWI performs omparable to or better than the state-of-the-art systems

on the strutured domains but not in the semi-strutured domains.

The reminder of this paper is strutured as follows. We �rst desribe shortly the problem

statement and the instane-based learning method. Then, we desribe the representations of the

attributes and the distane measures used. Finally, we empirially evaluate IBWI and give some

onlusions.

2 Problem Statement and Instane-Based Learning

We regard douments as sequenes of objets

2

, whih are distinguished by a set of features or

attributes, and the IE task is to identify one or more objets of interest. These objets are de�ned

aording to the extration task at hand. For example, if we only want to extrat the email

address from a doument, we only need to extrat 1-gram objets (strings surrounded by spaes

and without spaes in them). We ast the IE into a lassi�ation problem, where the goal is to

lassify objets based on their features.

Instane-Based learning is a mahine learning method that lassi�es a new instane based on

its similarity to the stored training examples. Spei�ally, we use an adapted version of k -Nearest

Neighbor algorithm to do multiple lasses lassi�ation with the symboli and numerial attributes.

Therefore, viewed from IBWI, IE task ould be formulated as lassifying an unseen instane by

the lasses of the nearest or most similar pre-lassi�ed training examples. The nearest objets are

objets with distanes below a ertain threshold.

1

http://www.isi.edu/~muslea/RISE/

2

An Objet is also alled �eld or lass in some other papers.



Figure 2: The HTML tree of LA Weekly Restaurants.
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3 Attributes Representation

3.1 Strutured Attributes Representation

In this paper, we use HTML douments as the examples of strutured text. Figure 1 shows an

example of a simpli�ed HTML doument. The typial struture of HTML douments is a HTML

tree. Figure 2 shows the HTML tree of HTML doument in Figure 1. A HTML tree onsist of a

root, some internal nodes, and some leaves. All non-leaf nodes are HTML tags. Leaf nodes an

be text strings (PCDATA) or a bahelor tag

3

. Nodes an have hildren and these an be aessed

using their labels and indexes. We regard the features with index as relational features, e.g. br(1)

and br(2). Any leaf objets ould be reahed and thus extrated by navigating along the paths

that lead to leaf nodes. The paths of the HTML tree are lists with root as the �rst element in our

representation.

In IBWI, we an easily extend the representation to aommodate a spei� extration task,

e.g. if we want to extrat an objet whih is a part of the PCDATA on the leaves. For example, to

extrat the redit ards that are aepted by the restaurant in our example in �gure 1 (MC, V ) we

an add the PCDATA itself as an additional feature sine there is only a small number of unique

redit ard names. Another possible extension would be to add the formatting type of the objets

of interest to the dotted list. In our example above, this would be to add \upper ase only" type.

In this paper, we add the left and right delimiters (neighbors) as attributes to re�ne the extration

of objets inside the leaf nodes. We used delimiters with the windows length of �ve on both sides

of the objets. We also use two neighboring tree leaves of the objet leaf as delimiters.

3.2 Semi-strutured Attributes Representation

Semi-strutured text is a lass of text that falls between the unstrutured and strutured texts

[22℄. This kind of text does not follow grammatial rules nor any rigid format. Examples inlude

advertisements, announements, et. Figure 3 shows an example of a semi-strutured doument.

Besides the unstrutured texts, we an see some strutures inside it. A syntati analyzer would

not be very useful to reognize the more strutured texts inside this lass of douments. We also

ould not rely on tags suh as those available in the rigidly strutured texts beause they simply

do not exist.

The objets we derived from suh a douments onsist of 1 to 5-gram words sine we assume

that the maximum length of the objets of interest is 5-gram. To handle this lass of texts, we use

the following attributes:

� The left and right neighbor objets.

� Three left and three right delimiters that detet speial tokens suh as omma, olon, dash,

and brakets.

3

A bahelor tag is a tag that does not require a losing tag, suh as <BR> and <IMG>.



Figure 3: An example of a semi-strutured doument (simpli�ed).

�S[

Path: s.utexas.edu!realtime.net!not-for-mail

From: MCarthy <spegrp�bga.om>

Subjet: Unix Systems Administrator

Date: Wed, 03 Sep 1997 11:17:38 -0500

Organization: S3G

Message-ID: <340D8DA2.1E79�bga.om>

Reply-To: spegrp�bga.om

S3G is a nationally foused software onsulting firm. We

are urrently hiring a Unix Systems Administrator. The

individual will be responsible for the Unix System and

Lawson Support in our Austin offie. The andidate must

have 2+ years experiene with Unix and the ability to

monitor and tune it. Experiene with Novell helpful.

Submit resumes to: S3G

13581 Pond Springs Rd., Suite 110

Austin, TX 78729

(512) 219-6942 FAX

hr�s3gin.om

For more information on S3G, please visit our web site at

www.s3gin.om.

℄�S 143

��TAGS Jobs {id 340D8DA2.1E79�bga.om} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {title Systems Administrator} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {#2 title Systems Administrator} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {ompany S3G} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {#2 ompany S3G} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {state TX} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {ity Austin} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {platform Novell} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {platform Unix} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {#2 platform Unix} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {#3 platform Unix} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {#4 platform Unix} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {req_years_experiene 2+} ��COVERED_BY

��TAGS Jobs {post_date 03 Sep 1997} ��COVERED_BY

��ENDTAGS



� The objet itself.

� The position of objet from the beginning.

� The length of the objet.

� The type of the objet: 'alphanumeri', 'alphabet', or 'numeri'.

� There types: 'u', 'l', or 'other' if the objet begins with upper ase, lower ase, or other

token respetively.

For example, if we want to extrat the id of the job announement in �gure 3 (340D8DA2.1E79�bga.om)

we an use \:" and \<" as the left delimiters and \>" and \Reply-To" as the right delimiters.

4 Distane Measures in IBWI

We use a simple distane measure for objets based on the weighted overlap between their features.

This is formally desribed as follows.
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, the distane between two instanes, is the normalized weighted distane of features with

the same argument (arity) index in our objet representation. a

i

and b

i

denote the value of the

ith feature of instane a and b respetively. i is the longest index of the objet features (note

that the length of the paths in the HTML tree may be di�erent). The above distane measure is

averaged for k -Nearest Neighbor, as follows. For LA Times data set, we use k = 3 and for Jobs

announement data set, we use k = 1.
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The weights w

i

of the features are seleted empirially with ross-validation on the small subset

of the data. For the LA Times and Internet Address Finder data sets, we use the same weight

set for the same features of the lasses. For Jobs announement data set, we use di�erent sets of

weights for the same features of eah lass. The reason is that the importane of a feature in one

lass is di�erent from that in the other lasses.

Sine we use three kinds of features: propositional, relational, and numerial, we implement

di�erent distane measures d

a

i

b

i

to alulate the distane between those features. For propositional

features, the distane of two mathing features is zero and the distane of a mismath is one.

We also employ soft mathing but only for the feature objet. To alulate the distane in this

mathing, the objet is �rst separated into words, then these objet words are normalized by

removing the ase and the letter s at the end of plural words, �nally we alulate the number

of word mathes between objets divided by the number of possible math. For example, the

distane between \engineer" and \Software Engineers" is 0.5. For relational features with the

same prediate but di�erent arguments suh as br(1) and br(2), the distane between them is

alulated as 0.5 beause they are neither exatly equal nor exatly di�erent. We only implement

a simple distane measure for the relational features beause we only use relational features with

one argument variable (arity). For numerial features, the distane is the di�erene between the

features' values divided by the di�erene between the maximum and minimum value, whih is

so-alled normalized distane.

The goal of IBWI is to output

^

f(A) that approximate disrete-valued target funtions f(A).

B

o

denotes the objet name of B. An objet is extrated if its distane is below a ertain threshold

(D

AB

< �). We used the same threshold for the lasses in the LA Weekly and Internet Address

Finder data sets (� = 0.3) but used di�erent thresholds for the three lasses in the Jobs announe-

ment data set. The thresholds used on the test sets for Jobs-id, Jobs-title, and Jobs-ompany



Algorithm:

� Store eah positive training example < A; f(A) > to the list training examples

� Given a new instane B to be extrated, do:

{ For eah lass  2 f(A),

� Let A

1

:::A

k

denote the k -nearest training examples of lass  to B

� Return B

o

and

^

f(A) = f(A) if D

A

k

B

< �

objets were 0.25, 0.6, and 0.4 respetively. These thresholds are hosen empirially with ross-

validation based on the small runs on the subset of the data that approximately give the best

trade-o� between the preision and reall of the results.

The above algorithm is for extrating single ase frame problem suh as Jobs announement.

For a multiple ase frames problem suh as LA Times (where there an be several restaurants in

one doument), we use a heuristi to output the orret ase frames from a doument. Sine we

assume that the ase frames are loated sequentially (and not mixed up) in a doument, we just

sort the output based on their loations in the doument.

5 Experimental Results

The evaluation of the result is based on the widely used preision and reall measures borrowed from

the work in information retrieval. Preision is the number of orretly extrated objets divided

by the total number of extrations, while reall is the number of orret extrations divided by the

total number of objets present in the answer template.

We evaluate IBWI on three data sets: LA Times restaurant guide, Internet Address Finder

database and a olletion of Usenet job announements. All tests are performed with ten-fold ross

validation. Table 1 desribe the results and ompared with the urrent state-of-the-art learners: an

algorithm based on Hidden Markov Models [9℄, Rapier [2℄, the Stalker wrapper indution algorithm

[21℄ and BWI [8℄.

We only used approximately one �fth to half of the available training examples due to insuÆient

memory. Despite this, we ahieved good results in the more strutured objets suh as LATimes-

name, LATimes-, Jobs-id, IAF-altname, and IAF-org. The possible reason is beause we ould

set the weights lose to the optimal weights with ross-validation even on a subset of the data

sine strutured douments have lear boundaries and delimiters. Another reason is beause the

number of features that should be weighted is small. However, we did not ahieve good results in

the less strutured objets suh as Jobs-title and Jobs-ompany. Part of the reason may be beause

we ould not use all of the available examples. Another possible reason is that our hoie for the

weights is not optimal.

6 Conlusions

We have desribed IBWI, an instane-based wrapper indution algorithm for information extra-

tion. IBWI works by lassifying the objets of interest based on the similarity of their features

with the features of the training examples. Compared with the traditional wrapper indution

systems, IBWI is not only able to work on the strutured domain but also on the semi-strutured

one. Its main features are: exibility in adding a wide-range of feature types, inluding relational

features and grammatial strutures of texts. However, there are some disadvantages of this ap-

proah. Firstly, with a simple representation of the training examples the ost of lassifying a

new instane is expensive. Seondly, the way we parse an objet might be di�erent for di�erent

extration domains. Thirdly, the fat that we do not know about whih objets to extrat makes



Table 1: Comparison of the results of IBWI with other algorithms

Jobs-id Jobs-ompany Jobs-title LATimes-name LATimes-

Pre Reall Pre Reall Pre Reall Pre Reall Pre Reall

HMM - - 38.6 72.3 53.2 63.0 - - 98.5 100

Rapier 98.0 97.0 76.0 64.8 67.0 29.0 - - - -

BWI 100 100 88.4 70.1 59.6 43.2 - - 99.6 100

IBWI 98.0 99.0 29.5 60.5 22.0 56.7 100 100 100 100

IAF-altname IAF-org

Pre Reall Pre Reall

HMM 1.7 90.0 16.8 89.7

Stalker 100 - 48.0 -

BWI 90.9 43.5 77.5 45.9

IBWI 100 100 100 100

some extration tasks ineÆient due to too many objets that should be generated and lassi�ed.

For example, if we know for sure that our objets of interest are only 1-gram objets then the

method will be faster.

Despite the use of simple distane measures, we ould ahieve good results in extrating stru-

tured objets, whih is omparable to or better than the urrent state-of-the-art algorithms. Pos-

sible future works inlude testing on more data sets espeially on unstrutured free texts domain,

improving the eÆieny by using a more eÆient struture to represent the training examples

suh as a tree struture, and applying eÆient features weighting tehniques by alulating the

statistis about the relevane of the features with tehniques from statistis or information theory

suh as information gain, et. Furthermore, sine information extration an be viewed as an

enabling tehnology, we ould also inlude an IE system in the larger systems suh as information

integration, intelligent information agents, and data mining systems for the text and the Web.
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